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ABSTRACT : 

Controlled release matrix tablets enhance patient co

mpliance by 

minimizing cure frequence and increase stability by

 guarding the active component from hydrolysis 

and declination. It 

releases medicines at fixed and anticipated rate in 

a controlled manner either 

by dissolution or prolixity control medium. 

The purpose of this review composition is 

to characterize all of the 

parameters regarding the types, polymers used, 

and release kinetics of matrix tablets. 

Matrix tablets are most generally used styles to 

modulate the release profile of medicines. 

They're important desirable and preferred for simila

r remedy because 

they offer better patient compliance, maintain invar

iant medicine situations, reduce cure and side good

s, 

and increase safety periphery for high energy medi

cine. 

Matrix tablets are extensively used for controlled re

lease medicine delivery system. Controlled release 

matrix tablets enhance patient compliance by 

minimizing cure frequence and increase stability by

 guarding the active component from hydrolysis 

and declination. It 

releases medicines at fixed and anticipated rate in 

a controlled manner either 

by dissolution or prolixity control medium. 

The active content is slightly dispersed in 

the rate controlling agent. 

 

INTRODUCTION :[1-15] 

Matrix tablet is 

an important tool for controlled release lozenge for

m. Tablets can be 

divided into colorful orders like core( 

uncoated), carpeted( sugar and film coating), 

dispersible, bouncy, chewable, sublingual, buccal, 

and 

modifies release tablets( delayed, dragged sustained

 and controlled release. The oral route are the 

most common route for 

the administration of medicine. The 

matrix tablets have smallest cost styles to sustained 

and controlled release lozenge forms. 

Hydrophilic polymer matrix are used in 

this lozenge form. The use of different polymer 

in controlling release of medicine has come the 

most important tool in the expression of 

matrix tablet 

The development of oral controlling release system

 has been a challenge to expression scientist, due to 

their incapability to restrain and localize 

the system at the target area of 

gastrointestinal tracts. The end on 

the discussion of different material used to set matri

x tablets, different types of matrix tablet and 

the medicine release medium from the matrices 

The natural features of expression design, GI 

physiology, pharmacodynamics pharmacokinetics 

are essential to achieve a invariant distribution via 

oral administration, irregular mode of delivery, 

and design of lozenge forms( 9) Scientific and 

technological advances in 

the last many times have been made by prostrating 

physiological walls, similar as 

the changeable gastric evacuating time( GET) 

and short hearthstone time in 

the development of rate- controlled pharmaco-

 support systems( 10). One of medical exploration, 

chemistry, the lores of accoutrements , 

manufacturing, and the pharmaceutical assiduity, 

as well as other associatedbio-science, is 

the field of controlled medicine delivery. 
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Fig.no.1. 

 

MATRIX SYSTEM :[16-26] 

Types of matrix systems 

 Hydrophobic matrix system.  

Hydrophilic matrix system.  

Fat-wax matrix system.  

Biodegradable matrix   

 

Mineral matrix  

 (1) Hydrophobic matrix systems 

In a matrix or 

monolithic delivery system the medicine is either 

molecular dissolved or dispersed inside a 

matrix. Compared to a force system, a 

matrix system isn't enveloped within 

a rate limiting membrane. As such 

the release rate of the medicine from the 

matrix system is typically not constant and 

decreases in time.The 

matrix system can be divided into 

five orders depending on 

the types of braking agents or 

polymeriaccoutrements 

As the term suggests, the primary rate-

 controlling factors of the hydrophobic matrix are 

waterinsoluble in nature. 

These constituents include waxes, 

glycerides, adipose acids, and 

polymeric accoutrements similar as ethyl cellulose, 

Methyl Cellulose and acrylate copolymers. 

To alter medicine release, it 

may be necessary to incorporate answerable constit

uents similar as lactose into 

the expression.The presence of 

an undoable component in the phrasings helps 

to maintain the physical dimension of the 

hydrophobic matrix during medicine release. 

As similar, prolixity of the active component from 

the system is the release medium, and 

the corresponding release specific can be described 

by Higuchi kinetic model. In addition, 

hydrophobin,matrix systems furnishing programma

ble rates of delivery have come more imprtant.Cons

tant delivery always shas been one 

of,the primary targets of controlled release system e

specially for a medicine with narrow remedial inde 

The primary rate- limiting constituents of the 

hydrophilic matrix are polymers that 

would swell when in contact with 

the waterless result and form a gel subcaste on 

the face of the system.When the release medium( 

i.e. water) is thermodynamically compatible with a 

polymer, the solvent penetrates into 

the free spaces between macromolecular chains. 

The polymer may suffer a relaxation process, due 

to the stress of the entered detergent, so that the 

polymer chains come more flexible and the matrix 

swells. This allows the reprised medicine to 

diffuse more fleetly out of the matrix. On 

the other hand, it would take further time for 

the medicine to diffuse out of the matrix, since 

matrix swelling lengthens the prolixity path. It 

has been extensively known that swelling and proli

xity aren't 

the only factors that determine the rate of medicine 

release. For dissolvable polymer matrix, 

polymer dissolution is 

another important medium that can modulate 

the medicine delivery rate. While 

either swelling or dissolution can be the 

predominant factor for a specific type of polymers, 

in utmost cases medicine release kinetics is 

a result of a combination of these two mechanisms. 

The presence of water decreases the glassy-

 resilient temperature( for HPMC from 184 °C to 

below 37 °C), giving rise to the metamorphosis of 

glassy polymer to resilient phase( gel subcaste). 

The enhanced mobility of the 

polymeric chain favours 

the transport of dissolved medicine. 

2) Hydrophilic matrix system  

The primary rate- limiting constituents of 

the hydrophilic matrix are polymers that 

would swell when in contact with 

the waterless result and form a gel subcaste on 

the face of the system. When the release medium( 

i.e. water) is thermodynamically compatible with a 

polymer, the solvent penetrates into 

the free spaces between macromolecular chains. 

The polymer may suffer a relaxation process, due 

to the stress of the entered detergent, so that the 

polymer chains come more flexible and the matrix 

swells. This allows the reprised medicine to 

diffuse more fleetly out of the matrix. On 

the other hand, it would take further time for 
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the medicine to diffuse out of the matrix, since 

matrix swelling lengthens the prolixity path.  

 

It 

has been extensively known that swelling and proli

xity aren't 

the only factors that determine the rate of medicine 

release. For dissolvable polymer matrix, 

polymer dissolution is 

another important medium that can modulate 

the medicine delivery rate. While 

either swelling or dissolution can be the 

predominant factor for a specific type of polymers, 

in utmost cases medicine release kinetics is 

a result of a combination of these two mechanisms. 

The presence of water decreases the glassy-

 resilient temperature( for HPMC from 184 °C to 

below 37 °C), giving rise to the metamorphosis of 

glassy polymer to resilient phase( gel subcaste). 

The enhanced mobility of the 

polymeric chain favours 

the transport of dissolved medicine. 

 

3)Fat-wax matrix systems  

The medicine can be incorporated into fat- 

wax granulations by spray congealing in 

the air, mix congealing in an waterless media with 

or without the aid of a surfactant and spot-

 drying ways. In the bulk congealing system, 

a suspense of medicine and melted fat- wax 

is allowed to solidify and is also milled for 

sustained release granulations. 

The admixture of active constituents, 

waxy accoutrements and paddings also can be conv

erted into grains by compacting with comber comp

actor, heating in a suitable admixture similar as 

fluidized- bed and as platoon jacketed blender or 

granulating with a result of 

waxy Material or other binders. 

The medicine bedded into a melt of fats and waxes 

is released by filtering and/ or hydrolysis as well as 

the dissolution of fats under the influence of 

enzymes and pH change in the 

gastrointestinal tract. The addition of surfactants to 

the expression can also impact both 

the medicine release rate and 

the proportion of total medicine that 

can being commercial into a matrix. 

 

4) Biodegradable matrix systems  

Biodegradable matrices are composed of 

monomers linked to one another 

through functional groups with unstable relation. 

They degraded by enzymes generated 

by girding living cells or by no 

enzymatic process into oligomers and monomers in 

the natural systems. Therese oligomers and 

monomers are also metabolized or 

excreted. exemplifications are natural polymers sim

ilar as proteins and 

polysaccharides; modified natural polymers; synthe

tic polymers similar as aliphatic poly( esters) and 

poly anhydrides Hydrogel polymers 

were important delved in the literature on 

the base of medicine release and release medium fr

om hydrophilic matrix tablets as well as bullets. 

Hydroxyl propyl methyl cellulose( HPMC) and 

hydroxyl propyl cellulose( HPC) 

polymers achieve considerable attention due to 

their unique parcels, and they 

can display good contraction characteristics, includi

ng when directly compressed. They're nontoxic and 

can accommodate the high position of medicine lad

ing, 

and also having acceptable swelling parcels that 

allows rapid-fire conformation of 

an external gel subcaste, which retards or plays 

a major part in controlling medicine release. likewi

se, HPMC polymers are well known as pH-

independent accoutrements , this advantage enables 

them to the medicine is entangled in the 

glassy resilient core in the dry state. It forms 

a glutinous subcaste upon hydration. still, 

this glutinous subcaste is 

significantly different structurally from 

the traditional matrix tablets. 

 

5) Mineral matrices  

The 

polymers attained from different species of 

seaweeds are used to prepare mineral matrices. 

Alginic acid, a hydrophilic 

carbohydrate attained from brown seaweeds( 

Phaephyceae) by the use of dilute alkali. On 

the base of porosity of matrix these 

are classified as( a) Macro pervious;( b) 

Microporous and( c)Non-porous systems. In 

macro pervious systems, 

the prolixity of medicine occurs through pores of 

the matrix, which are of size range0.1 to 1 μm. In 

microporous system, 

the prolixity occurs basically through pores but 

the severance size ranges between 50 – 200 Å. 

In porous system no pores are set up and 

the motes verbose through the network meshes. 

ADVANTAGES : [27-30] 

CDDS has many benefits over traditional therapy:  

Lower dosage and toxicity.  

Possibility of targeting  

Medication management frequency is decreased.  

Better control can be achieved of drug absorption  

Optimizing minimum dosage supply  
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Reduce or remove locally adverse effects  

Reduce or suppress systemic side effects 8. 

Minimize chronically dosed drug accumulation.  

Improve treatment effectiveness  

Quicker cure or tracking of condition  

Improve/control means that fluctuations in the level 

of drugs are reduced.  

Enhance the bioavailability of certain drugs.  

 

DISADVANTAGES :[31-33]   

 Potential to dump the dose in the event of a bad 

formulation approach Improved metabolic capacity  

in the first-pass metabolism  

Increased dependence on GI dosage residence time  

The right to change dosage less reliably in some 

situations  

Unit dose costs are higher compared to standard 

doses  

Not all prescriptions are appropriate for ER dose 

formulation  

Development cost increase due to specialized  

equipment and expensive excipients.  

 

DIFFERENT MANUFACTURING 

TECHNIQUES OF MATRIX TABLET : [34-

37]  

1.Dry granulation 

It's of two types, slugging and comber contraction. 

In slugging system, scrap is recompressed and 

slugs are crushed to produce grains. Whereas in 

comber contraction, greasepaint is recompress with 

pressure rolls. 

2. Wet granulation 

It involves massing of drygranule composites in a 

unpredictable fluid, wet sizing also drying and 

followed by dry webbing 

3. Brume granulation 

Brume is used as a binder for granulation rather of 

water. It slightly distributes and diffuses into the 

grains. The grains come rounded withmore face 

area and hence enhance medicine dissolution rate 

from grains. 

4.Melt granulation 

Malleable binders are used for granulation, which 

melts at 50- 80 ˚C. Dry grains collected by cooling 

it to ambient temperature20 

5. indurate granulation 

It involves scattering driblets of slurry into liquid 

nitrogen and the drops are also incontinently firmed 

into grains followed by drying process, i.e. 

lyophilisation. 

 

6. Froth granulation 

Waterless binders are added as froth 

whichincreases face area of froth andenhance the 

prolixity of the water in greasepaint bed21 

7. Sintering fashion 

Greasepaint compact hotted at a temperature under 

the melting point of solid patches in a controlled 

Terrain under atmospheric pressure 

 


